Get production Cloudera CDP SaaS on Azure in minutes, not months. Zero admin required

CDP SaaS is a production analytic data lake with Cloudera on Azure, available in minutes, with zero admin required. Experience all of Cloudera CDP for analytics/ML, fully managed and supported with enterprise security and compliance. CDP SaaS is the easiest experience for Cloudera on Azure.

**Fully-Managed Stack. No Cloud Skills Necessary: Start in Minutes.**
CDP SaaS uses patented automation and cloud DevOps to ensure the best price-performance. Cazena CDP SaaS includes cloud instance and region optimization, with secure hybrid integration to data centers, data sources and apps.

**Eliminate risk with Gold-Standard Cloud Security & Compliance.**
Stay safe with 24x7 security operations and active monitoring. Cazena includes security across cloud, platform and data – with device-level encryption, compliance certifications, high-end governance and audit features.

**Production-ready Migrations in 4 weeks or less.**
Migrate existing Cloudera workloads (Cloudera CDH, EDH, HDP, etc), as well as legacy data warehouse platforms, to Azure seamlessly, including deployment, migration and end-to-end production workflows. Migrate and simplify management with SaaS, which includes streamlined support and easy cloud billing.

**CDP SAAS ON AZURE:**
Automated & Flexible, with Continuous Operations

CDP SaaS is complete solution for analytics on Azure that’s fully-managed, with everything included. Secure connectivity ensures your data is always protected through private channels with no outside access. Continuous operations and active security monitoring ensures the best performance, with zero admin required. Get the flexibility and scalability of the cloud, with no special skills required.

Visit Cazena.com to learn more or Subscribe to CDP SaaS on Azure Marketplace.
CDP SAAS: DO MORE ANALYTICS, NOT MORE DEVOPS

Cloud data lakes are expensive and resource intensive. They require lots of specialists to do tasks which are typically not strategic to your business. CDP SaaS automates the work of people, which are the scarcest and most expensive part of managing data lakes in the cloud, as well as insulating your business from the impacts of resource constraints. Save 50% or more vs. DIY and invest in your analytics, not your infrastructure.

THE CAZENA CLOUD MIGRATION

4 weeks or less to migrate production workloads to the cloud – guaranteed!

Prove the value of cloud + CDP SaaS in 4 weeks or less and set a future-proof foundation for the digital future. With no new staff or admin, we’ll help migrate seamlessly to the cloud with automation. Move right to CDP SaaS and always have an up-to-date platform – with no upgrades, no consultants and no wasted resources. Cazena delivers the best price and the easiest experience for cloud migrations and has access to unique incentive and discount programs. Contact us today to learn more.

- Migrate quickly and painlessly: CDP SaaS target is automatically provisioned and production-ready in minutes. Cazena tools make workload migrations easy.
- Enterprise-grade security and compliance: Cazena has all of the global compliance certifications and security documentation required for fast, painless CISO reviews.
- Easy analytics/ML for fast outcomes: The self-service SaaS console helps data scientists, analysts and engineers instantly connect tools, load data and get results.

Complete a migration and show outcomes in < 4 Weeks – Guaranteed!

Cazena.com/cloudera

Learn more about CDP SaaS at Cazena.com